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many believe that apple has lost their way
and forgotten how to be truly innovative.
smartphone stagnation also suggests that
we have grown tired of gimmicks designed

to make us upgrade when all we want is
longer battery and a device whose screen
doesn't scratch or crack at the drop of a

hat. mumbai: star plus' popular daily soap
kasauti zindagi kay is gearing up for high-
voltage drama and twists.anurag is back

but he has forgotten his love for prerna and
prerna can see that making anurag recall
past is landing him in trouble.prerna thus
decides to leave anurag and komolika is

happy as her plan is getting
successful.while shivani makes prerna

recall her promise of love as she cannot
leave him when he needs her the

most.komolika is super irked at this and
now prerna is ready to fight it back for

anurag and his love.komolika thus has a
plan to crack a deal with prerna to move

out of anurag's life and prerna is shocked at
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komolika's this cunning move.stay tuned
for more exciting updates on the upcoming

episodes only on tellychakkar. you can
create a clean way to create interesting
wedding photos. the anurag goswami

photoshop plugin is a photo retouching
software with a donged model and so, has

many gears with this software program. like
the photo chart above. so now i am
organizing a record of the software

programs i use which i share with all my
blog friends who love photoshop or photo

editing. anurag goswami was studying
direction at thefilm and television institute

of india, pune back then. the lucknow-
based engineer, who gave up a lucrative

careerin singapore to pursue film studies, is
off to a steaming start. his diploma film
kaun kamleshwar won the satyajit ray

foundations short film award in conjunction
with the london indian film festival in

2013.today, anurag goswami talks to me
about his decision to give it all up to feed
his passion for cinema, his years at ftii,

preparing for the exam and more!
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